UE Declaration of Conformity

Equipment Directive 2014/68/UE
and Pressure Equipment Directive 2014/68/UE

We, Tecumseh Europe Sales & Logistics, 2 av. Blaise Pascal, 38090 Vaulx-Milieu, declare herewith, that:

Compressor ranges AG, TAG, TAGP, TAGD and TAG-TR operating on refrigerants classified within group 2 and whose product MOP (Maximum Operating Pressure in bar) * V (volume in liter) is such that 200 < MOP * V < 1 000,

- are in compliance with the Pressure Equipment Directive 2014/68/UE:
  - Category : II
  - Evaluation module : D1 – attestation n° EP-SE-11-AQ-002 Rev. 2
  - Notified Body : APAVE - 191 Rue De Vaugirard - 75738 PARIS Cedex 15
  - The products are provided with a «CE» 0060 marking of conformity
  - The pipes work fitted to the compressors in parallel conform with the Pressure Equipment Directive 2014/68/UE, clause 4, § 3
  - Technical standards and specifications : NF EN 14276-1

- are in compliance with the Low Voltage Directive 2014/35/UE relating to electrical equipment designed for use within certain voltage limits.

  - Technical standards and specifications :

    EN 60335-1 (IEC 60335-1): Safety of household and similar electrical appliances

    EN 60335-2-34 (IEC 60335-2-34): Safety of household and similar electrical appliances - particular requirements for moto-compressors

This declaration of compliance is issued under the sole responsibility of the manufacturer.

Vaulx Milieu, June 10, 2016

François BOUILLOT
Managing Director
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